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EIC Silicon Consortium

• The overarching goal of the EIC Silicon Consortium is the development and 
construction of a full tracking and vertexing detector subsystem for the EIC 
detector(s) based on 65 nm MAPS sensors.

• The EIC silicon consortium grew out of the “eRD25: Silicon Tracking and 
Vertexing Consortium” project, part of the former EIC Generic Detector R&D 
program (full history in backup slides).

• Expand scope of the work to include all aspects of detector development for the 
realisation full SVT detector for the EIC.

• Increase participation to build the critical mass required to deliver the EIC SVT.

• The EIC SC works on two streams of research:

• Targeted R&D for the EPIC detector - eRD104, eRD111, eRD113.

• Generic R&D for EPIC upgrades/further optimisations or for a second detector –
proposal submitted to the new Generic EIC-related Detector R&D Program.
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Project directed R&D activities

• The EIC targeted R&D for the EPIC detector is carried out in the framework 
of eRD104, eRD111, eRD113.

• eRD104 Services reduction – Investigate methods to significantly reduce the 
services load for an EIC MAPS based tracking detector.

• Powering system.

• Readout system.

• eRD111 Si tracker – Development of a full tracking detector solution 
composed of next generation 65 nm MAPS sensors.

• Forming modules from stitched sensors.

• Barrel & discs.

• Mechanics, integration, & cooling.

• eRD113 Sensor – Development of the EIC MAPS sensor 

• Sensor design.

• Sensor characterisation.
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EIC Silicon Vertex and Tracking Detector

• The EIC science program requires a well integrated, large acceptance vertex 
and tracking detector designed with high granularity and low material 
budget.
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Update on Geometry
Re-optimized baseline geometry discussed several times;


- 2 curved silicon vertex layers, r = 36, 48 mm, l = 270mm

- 1 curved silicon dual purpose layer r = 120mm, l = 270mm

- 1 stave-based sagita layer r = 270 mm, l = 540 mm

- 1 stave-based outer layer r = 420 mm, l = 840 mm


- 5 disks on either side of the nominal IP,

- |z| = 250, 450, 700, 1000, 1350 mm

- Inner radii >= 36 mm, outer radii <= 430 mm


Change necessary in the electron (negative) arm to accommodate

new constraints mostly from PID, c.f.


- GD/I 2022-09-25, https://indico.bnl.gov/event/17295/

- EPIC 2022-10-06, https://indico.bnl.gov/event/17289/

New envelopes as of September 29, c.f. https://eic.jlab.org/Geometry/Detector/Detector-20220929172703.html

- zmin = -1186 mm, zmax = 1800 mm, rout = 600 mm


Propose a pragmatic approach of only “moving” the outermost disks in the electron direction inwards,

- z = -250, -450, -650, -900, -1150 mm

- minimal (or no) changes to inner and outer radii,

- inevitable loss of lever-arm in tracking, e.g. ~22% for -2.5 < η < -2.0 


Alternatives considered:

- dropping outermost electron disk; results in inability to track for η < -3.2, suboptimal use of available space,

- moving innermost disk inwards to partially recover lever arm for -2.5 < η < -2.0; loss of commonality with hadron arm, acceptance near η ~ -2.6 - defer for now,

- changing the angle of the inner projective cone; seemingly inevitable to introduce additional material in the electron direction for η > -1

-                                                                              no good arrangement to make the hadron-arm single-projective,


Not considered here / so far:

- rout = 600 mm is now a combined envelope for MAPS and MPGD; could consider expanding the MAPS radius,

- small insert-like disks at large -z for far backward (electron) tracking to recover (and possibly extend) the tracking lever-arm in this region.

Example: EPIC SVT

Requirements

Spatial resolution [um] ~ 5 um 

Material budget [% X0] <0.3
<0.1 (vtx)

Power dissipation [mW/cm2] < 20

Integration time [us} ~2 us or 
better

• The core of this detector is a system of 
pixel layers in the central region and 
pixel disks in the forward and 
backward regions. 

• Surrounding tracking layers, e.g. in 
MPGD or AC-LGAD technology, are 
outside of the consortium scope.

• The pixel technology identified to 
satisfy the EIC SVT requirements is 
Monolithic Active Pixel Sensors, 
specifically a new MAPS generation in 
65 nm CMOS imaging technology.
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3 Detector Layout, Implementation and Main Parameters

3.1 Mechanical Structure

The ITS3 will consist of two separate barrels, referred to as Inner Barrel and Outer Barrel. The
Outer Barrel, containing the four outermost layers (Layer 3 to Layer 6), will be that of ITS2.
A completely new Inner Barrel, consisting of the three innermost layers (Layer 0 to Layer 2),
will instead replace the current Inner Barrel of ITS2. The ITS3 IB will consist of two halves,
named half-barrels, to allow the detector to be mounted around the beampipe. Each half-barrel
will consist of three half-layers. The half-layers are arranged inside the half-barrel as shown in
Fig. 7. They have a truly (half-) cylindrical shape, with each half-layer consisting of a single
large pixel chip, which is curved to a cylindrical shape.

Figure 7: Layout of the ITS3 Inner Barrel. The figure shows the two half-barrels mounted
around the beampipe.

As shown in Fig. 8, the main structural components of the new Inner Barrel are the End-Wheels
and the outer Cylindrical Structural Shell (CYSS), both made of Carbon Fibre Reinforced Plas-
tic (CFRP) materials, and a series of ultra-lightweight half-wheel spacers, made of open cell
carbon foam, which are inserted between layers to define their relative radial position.

The End-Wheels are connected to the CYSS, which provides the external supports for the three
detection layers. Starting from the outermost layer (Layer 2), the half-layers are connected to
the outer CYSS and to each other by means of the half-wheel spacers.

The half-layer consists of a single large chip. Its periphery and interface pads are all located on
one edge, the one facing the A-side End-Wheel (see Fig. 8). At this edge, the chip is glued over
a length of about 5 mm to a flexible printed circuit to which it is electrically interconnected using
for instance aluminum wedge wire bonding. The flexible printed circuit is based on polyimide,
as dielectric, and aluminum, as conductor. The flexible printed circuit extends longitudinally
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ALICE-PUBLIC-2018-013 
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2644611

65 nm MAPS sensor for EIC 

• Leading development of this technology 
is the ALICE ITS3 project.

• Truly cylindrical vertex detector with 
0.05% X0.

• Stitched, wafer scale sensors, thinned 
and bent around the beam pipe.

• Mechanics and services outside active 
area.

• Air cooling with low power sensor 
design in 65 nm.

L. Gonella | eRD104/111/113 | EIC DAC meeting - 20 Oct 2022

• The EIC sensor requirements are in line with the ITS3 sensor specifications 
à The EIC sensor is based off the ITS3 sensor.

• Further considerations

• The ultra low mass ITS3 vertex layers concept is very attractive for the EIC.

• The timelines of the two projects are well aligned. ITS3 TDR schedule and EIC 
CD-2/3A review schedule on the same timescale.

4/12/2019 ITS3 Chip Development and Characterization - Gianluca Aglieri Rinella 13

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2644611
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EIC SVT based on 65 nm MAPS

• The path to an EIC detector based on 65 nm MAPS thus requires to develop:

1. ITS3-like vertexing layers

• Re-use ITS3 sensor as is.

• Adapt ITS3 detector concept to the EIC radii.

• Mechanics of bent layers needs specific development for EIC.

2. EIC variant for the staves and disks

• EIC Large Area Sensor (LAS), i.e. ITS3 sensor size optimised for high yield, low 
cost, large area coverage. 

• EIC LAS will be stitched, but not wafer scale. Functionality and interfaces stay 
the same as the ITS3 sensor.

• Size(s) of the EIC LAS to be defined based on yield of stitching process and 
requirements for full coverage.

• Convectional carbon fibre support structures with integrated cooling.

L. Gonella | eRD104/111/113 | EIC DAC meeting - 20 Oct 2022
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Update on Geometry
Re-optimized baseline geometry discussed several times;


- 2 curved silicon vertex layers, r = 36, 48 mm, l = 270mm

- 1 curved silicon dual purpose layer r = 120mm, l = 270mm

- 1 stave-based sagita layer r = 270 mm, l = 540 mm

- 1 stave-based outer layer r = 420 mm, l = 840 mm


- 5 disks on either side of the nominal IP,

- |z| = 250, 450, 700, 1000, 1350 mm

- Inner radii >= 36 mm, outer radii <= 430 mm


Change necessary in the electron (negative) arm to accommodate

new constraints mostly from PID, c.f.


- GD/I 2022-09-25, https://indico.bnl.gov/event/17295/

- EPIC 2022-10-06, https://indico.bnl.gov/event/17289/

New envelopes as of September 29, c.f. https://eic.jlab.org/Geometry/Detector/Detector-20220929172703.html

- zmin = -1186 mm, zmax = 1800 mm, rout = 600 mm


Propose a pragmatic approach of only “moving” the outermost disks in the electron direction inwards,

- z = -250, -450, -650, -900, -1150 mm

- minimal (or no) changes to inner and outer radii,

- inevitable loss of lever-arm in tracking, e.g. ~22% for -2.5 < η < -2.0 


Alternatives considered:

- dropping outermost electron disk; results in inability to track for η < -3.2, suboptimal use of available space,

- moving innermost disk inwards to partially recover lever arm for -2.5 < η < -2.0; loss of commonality with hadron arm, acceptance near η ~ -2.6 - defer for now,

- changing the angle of the inner projective cone; seemingly inevitable to introduce additional material in the electron direction for η > -1

-                                                                              no good arrangement to make the hadron-arm single-projective,


Not considered here / so far:

- rout = 600 mm is now a combined envelope for MAPS and MPGD; could consider expanding the MAPS radius,

- small insert-like disks at large -z for far backward (electron) tracking to recover (and possibly extend) the tracking lever-arm in this region.

EPIC Vertex and Tracking Detector

• Barrel

• Radii of two innermost vertex layers 
optimised for beam pipe bake out and 
ITS3 sensor size.

• 3rd vertex layer moved at r = 12 cm to 
improve momentum resolution without 
increase in material.

• Sagitta layers moved further out to 
improve momentum resolution.

• Conceptual design change of 1st

sagitta layer for lower material.

• Disks

• Increased number of disks in both 
directions to improve acceptance at 
high eta/increase number of points on 
track.

• Increased lever arm.

• In addition to layout 
optimisations, there has been 
other significant changes with 
respect to the reference detector 
happening simultaneously.

• Magnetic field 1.5T à 1.7T

• Ongoing transition to a new SW 
framework for simulations.

L. Gonella | eRD104/111/113 | EIC DAC meeting - 20 Oct 2022

• Members of the EIC SC are heavily engaged with the EPIC Tracking WG (and 
beyond) and are delivering the optimisation of the reference detector 
design to meet YR requirements.
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- zmin = -1186 mm, zmax = 1800 mm, rout = 600 mm


Propose a pragmatic approach of only “moving” the outermost disks in the electron direction inwards,

- z = -250, -450, -650, -900, -1150 mm

- minimal (or no) changes to inner and outer radii,

- inevitable loss of lever-arm in tracking, e.g. ~22% for -2.5 < η < -2.0 


Alternatives considered:

- dropping outermost electron disk; results in inability to track for η < -3.2, suboptimal use of available space,

- moving innermost disk inwards to partially recover lever arm for -2.5 < η < -2.0; loss of commonality with hadron arm, acceptance near η ~ -2.6 - defer for now,

- changing the angle of the inner projective cone; seemingly inevitable to introduce additional material in the electron direction for η > -1

-                                                                              no good arrangement to make the hadron-arm single-projective,


Not considered here / so far:

- rout = 600 mm is now a combined envelope for MAPS and MPGD; could consider expanding the MAPS radius,

- small insert-like disks at large -z for far backward (electron) tracking to recover (and possibly extend) the tracking lever-arm in this region.

EPIC Vertex and Tracking Detector

L. Gonella | eRD104/111/113 | EIC DAC meeting - 20 Oct 2022

BARREL r [mm] l [mm] X/X0 %

Layer 1 36 270 0.05

Layer 2 48 270 0.05

Layer 3 120 270 0.05

Layer 4 270 540 0.25

Layer 5 420 840 0.55

DISKS +z [mm] -z [mm] X/X0 %

Disk 1 250 -250 0.24

Disk 2 450 -450 0.24

Disk 3 700 -650 0.24

Disk 4 1000 -900 0.24

Disk 5 1350 -1150 0.24

Institutes involved in 
simulations: INFN, Berkeley, 
ORNL, UK groups.

EIC SC groups are also working 
on solving track finding for EIC.

Increased material in sagitta layers

 Updated the material of layer 4 and 

5 of the barrel MAPS to reflect 

estimated material budget from SC
 Barrel layer 4 and 5 go from 0.05% 

X/X
0
 → 0.55% X/X

0
 per layer

 Note: both sets of results are 

produced using the 1.5T field map  
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Reference detector with updated, 
eng/R&D informed parameters

Optimised layout with 1.7T.
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Sensor design

• EIC SC designers groups: BNL, LBNL, RAL.

• MLR1 – Q4-2020:

• First submission in TowerJazz 65nm; scoped within CERN EP R&D WP1.2, 
significant drive from ITS3, important contributions from many groups.

• Scope: Technology exploration and prototype circuit blocks for future sensors.

• Large number of test structures included.

L. Gonella | eRD104/111/113 | EIC DAC meeting - 20 Oct 2022

EIC contribution (RAL group):
High-speed data transmission IP blocks 

(LVDS receiver, CML transmitter).

3	

§  IPHC:	rolling	shutter	larger	matrices,	DESY:	pixel	test	structure	(using	charge	amplifier	with	Krummenacher	
feedback,	RAL:	LVDS/CML	receiver/driver,	NIKHEF:	bandgap,	T-sensor,	VCO,	CPPM:	ring-oscillators,	Yonsei:	
amplifier	structures	

§  Transistor	test	structures,	analog	pixel	(4x4	matrix)	test	matrices	in	several	versions	(in	collaboration	with	IPHC	
with	special	amplifier),	digital	pixel	test	matrix	(DPTS)	(32x32),	pad	structure	for	assembly	testing.	

§  After	final	GDS	placement,	GDS1	is	instantiated	twice,	~300	placements	per	wafer.	
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Sensor design

• ER1 – scheduled Q4 – 2022

• First Engineering Run, driven by ITS3 stitched sensor prototype.

• Scope: learning about stitching and yield of large area sensor.

• Two large stitched sensor chips (MOSS, MOST) plus small test and development 
chips.

L. Gonella | eRD104/111/113 | EIC DAC meeting - 20 Oct 2022

EIC contribution (RAL group): 
High-speed data transmission IP 
blocks (PLL, CML receiver); on-
chip signal transmission I2C 

block; DFM cells improvements.
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Preparation work at BNL & LBNL:
Access to and familiarisation with to 

TPSCo 65 nm design kit.
Discussions with ITS3 management to 

define contributions.

The UK contributed to the MLR1 and ER1 submissions with resources from the 
former eRD18/25 funding and the recent UKRI-STFC Infrastructure Fund.
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Sensor characterisation

• Increasing participation in MLR1 APTS and DPTS circuits.

• Test structures developed by ITS3 groups; setups development and distribution 
organised by ITS3.

• INFN groups leading testing of DPTS circuit.

• INFN and LBNL groups participated in test beams.

• Test setups being received and commissioned by LBNL, ORNL, UK groups.

• Characterisation of the MLR1 RAL IP blocks carried out by UK groups.

• Setup development, lab tests, x-rays irradiations.

• Circuit works up ~1.5 Gbps.

L. Gonella | eRD104/111/113 | EIC DAC meeting - 20 Oct 2022

Set-up for LVDS OUT and bathtub.
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Sensor characterisation

• Contributions to test setups development are being planned.

• LBNL staff are investigating the possibility of producing additional test 
boards (DAQ) for MLR1 circuits to use within the EIC Silicon Consortium.

• LBNL and ORNL to be involved in the ER1 test setup development.

• Both activities are under discussion with ALICE ITS3 colleagues at CERN.

L. Gonella | eRD104/111/113 | EIC DAC meeting - 20 Oct 2022
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EIC LAS configuration for staves and disks

• Studies advancing on the required LAS sizes for tiling of staves and disks 
(UK groups).

• Tiling of vertex and barrel layers considers re-use of ITS3 sensor and 
maximisations of wafer surface usage.

L. Gonella | eRD104/111/113 | EIC DAC meeting - 20 Oct 2022
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ePIC – SVT
R: 1:2 Scale
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L4 = OBL2; R = 418.5 mm; LAS = 2 x 7; 312 sensors; rf olap = 3.5 mm

Length of L3 is made of two 270 mm sensors.
Length of L4 is made of four 210 mm sensors.
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EIC LAS configuration for staves and disks

• Macro developed to study best LAS configuration for disks.

• Multiple sensor formats needed, requiring changes to stitching plan & 
organisation of the digital periphery.

• Attempt to minimise the number of formats by restricting the maximum and/or 
minimum sensor length.

• Aim to keep periphery to larger radii.
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Mechanics & cooling studies

• Mechanical studies on single-reticule sensors & large-size MAPS at INFN.

• Bending, thinning, & interconnection.

• Characterization in flat & curved geometries.

• Bending & wire-bonding have been successfully exercised at EIC vertex radii.

• Initial study of (internal) air cooling as an option for staves & discs at LBNL.

• Summer student project.

• Different carbon foam types/thicknesses under evaluation.

• Starting assessment of materials for making discs & supports at LANL.

L. Gonella | eRD104/111/113 | EIC DAC meeting - 20 Oct 2022
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CAD model development

• CAD modelling continues from detector proposals development at LANL 
and JLAB.

• CAD also used to explore different sensor & stave configurations and to 
study minimization of material minimization.

L. Gonella | eRD104/111/113 | EIC DAC meeting - 20 Oct 2022
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Powering and readout

• Powering work by UK groups.

• Review of existing serial powering and DC-DC converter based powering 
schemes completed based on large experience within ATLAS.

• Serial powering and DC-DC conversion with integrated regulator identified as the 
most promising candidates for the EPIC SVT.

• Readout work at ORNL.

• Possible candidates for radiation tolerant FPGA and optical interconnect, and 
electrical/optical interface identified.

• Microchip PolarFire FPGA, CERN “lpGBT”, Samtec optical “FireFly”.

• An initial exercise to estimate number of hits and links in the detector has 
started to be updated in line with the evolving EPIC configuration. 

L. Gonella | eRD104/111/113 | EIC DAC meeting - 20 Oct 2022
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Outlook

• Introduction to EIC SC and silicon related eRD projects

• Overview of an EIC SVT concept based on 65 nm MAPS

• Status of targeted R&D for the EPIC SVT

• FY23 proposal and request

L. Gonella | eRD104/111/113 | EIC DAC meeting - 20 Oct 2022
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Overview

• Work in FY22 was affected by delays due to multiple factors (continuing 
resolution, late submission of SoW, long time for contract setup, …).

• R&D was limited to what could be done without engineering and technician 
support.

• FY22 funding only just being received at the institutes now.

• The plan for FY23 includes the rollover of the FY22 activities with 
expansion to account for the accelerated timeline in preparation for the 
project TDR.

This talk presents revised requests with respect to the proposals submitted 
on 1 October, following discussions with the EIC project. 

Revised proposals have been made available just before this meeting.

L. Gonella | eRD104/111/113 | EIC DAC meeting - 20 Oct 2022
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eRD104: Services reduction

• Aims for FY23:

• Conceptual design of powering and readout schemes for the EPIC tracker.

• Initial assessment of components to inform selection.

L. Gonella | eRD104/111/113 | EIC DAC meeting - 20 Oct 2022

Milestone Date

Report on powering schemes architectures. May 23

Report on powering tests with existing regulators. Sept 23

Report on readout chain test beam results. Aug 2023

Report on MUX architectures. Sept 2023

data transmission over high insertion loss transmission lines. Such lines with
a high value of the insertion loss coe�cient are, for example, coplanar trans-
mission lines, implemented on flexible substrates, where the amount of copper
is significantly reduced, and these lines are characterized by high attenuation
resulting from the dominance of the skin e↵ect. Designing integrated circuit
blocks allowing for transmission at speeds of up to a few Gbps using adjustable
pre-emphasis is part of the eRD113, where the conversion of such a designed
block to TPSCO 65 nm takes place.

As part of eR104, BNL began work on concentrating many data links trans-
mitting at speeds up to a few Gbps, coming from transmitters characterized
by a high degree of selection of pre-emphasis parameters and transmitting on
transmission lines with a reduced amount of conductor, which could be plugged
into ordinary di↵erential inputs of FPGAs. Such common FPGA inputs can
be configured to receive di↵erential signals, but are internally not associated
with SERDES block queues, which means that there are many more of these
ordinary inputs than those intended for transmission by default. Thus, cheaper,
and less resourceful FPGAs could be used for data concentration and more con-
nections could be concentrated in a single FPGA, assuming transmission under
the indicated conditions would be successful. That would ultimately pay o↵ in
reducing the resources needed to collect data. Thus, the work of BNL is aimed
at demonstrating this.

3 Deliverables and Milestones

The deliverables and milestones for FY23 include the rollover of the FY22 mile-
stones with expansion to account for the accelerated timeline in preparation for
the project TDR. Milestone dates are based on a start date of December 2022.
Institutional participation in eRD104 is given in Table 1.

Table 1: Institutions involved and institutional contacts
Topic Institute Institutional contact

Powering System Birmingham Laura Gonella
RAL Fergus Wilson

Readout System ORNL Jo Schambach
BNL Grzegorz Deptuch

3.1 Powering

As the detailed concept of the ePIC silicon vertex and tracking detector is
evolving, powering architectures based on DC-DC conversion and serial power-
ing will be defined with an analysis of architectural benefits/weaknesses, work
needed to complete R&D, material budget and cost, to guide the choice of the
most suitable powering scheme for the ePIC detector. In parallel, characterisa-
tion of existing DC-DC and SP regulators will be carried out and simple test

5
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eRD104: FY23 request

L. Gonella | eRD104/111/113 | EIC DAC meeting - 20 Oct 2022

bundle with a single MTP connector on the end. While the VTRx+ module
has the advantage of being designed radiation tolerant, commercial o↵erings
like the optical Firefly cable from Samtec provides up to 12 fibers in one MTP
connector and could provide an alternative to the VTRx+ with even higher
compactness, if it will be fault tolerant enough in the radiation environment.
The plan for this proposal period is therefore to obtain evaluation boards of the
various components mentioned, develop prototype firmware to multiplex both
up and downlink signals to and from either an existing ALPIDE sensor or an
FPGA simulating the data and control of a sensor, and investigate all the issues
associated with this approach, and possibly test the radiation tolerance of the
complete system in a beam test setup. To summarize, the deliverables for this
funding period are:

• Deliverable: Explore radiation tolerant FPGA options with FPGA eval-
uation boards.

• Deliverable: Explore various high speed fiber optic transmission options
(e.g. VTRx+ with lpGBT as a serializer, i.e. VLDB+ with VTRx+, or
Samtec optical FireFly) with evaluation boards.

• Deliverable: Design and fabricate FMC interface boards for the above
evaluation boards.

• Deliverable: Develop prototype multiplexing firmware.

• Deliverable: Beam tests for fault testing of FPGA evaluation board with
fiber optic transmission.
Milestone: Report on test beam results.
Deadline: August 2023.

• Deliverable: Analysis of multiplexing designs and full cost benefit report.
Milestone: Report on MUX architectures.
Deadline: September 2023.

4 FY23 request

The budget for FY23 is split between in kind contributions and funding re-
quested from the project as shown below. Table 2 lists known in-kind contri-
butions. Table 3 presents the costs associated with the FY23 funding request.
The corresponding FTE and brief justification are discussed below.

Table 2: Known in-kind contributions [FTE]

Institute sta↵ eng tech M&S

UK groups 0.3 0.2 6k
ORNL 0.2

7
Table 3: Total funding request and breakdown by institution. All costs in k$.

Institute sta↵ eng tech M&S travel total FY23

ORNL 64.3 16 7

Total 64.3 16 7 87.3

UK contribution:

Sta↵ (development of architectural concepts for power distribution): 0.3 FTE.
Electronics engineer (test bench design, regulators testing): 0.2 FTE.
M&S (PCB, cables): 6k$.
Note that the UK contribution is in kind on a best e↵ort basis - not costed to
project. The UK contribution is funded via the UKRI-STFC Infrastructure Bid
for EIC R&D.

ORNL contribution:

Sta↵: 0.2 FTE, ORNL in kind contribution.
Electronics Engineer (design of interface boards): 0.12 FTE.
Mechanical Engineer (design beam test structure): 0.05 FTE.
M&S (evaluation boards, interface boards, cables, beam test structures): $16k
Travel (2 people, 1 week for beam test): $7k

8

Total request = 87.3k$
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eRD111: Si tracker

• Aims for FY23:

• Define LAS sensor variants and associated module concepts.

• Detailed conceptual design of vertex layers, staves and disks.

• Advanced CAD model for the EPIC tracker.

• Analysis of cooling options.
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Utilization of the wafer-scale ALICE ITS3 sensors even for layers at large
radii has been studied in FY22 and might require further R&D in FY23 to
determine mechanical and cooling requirements. For FY23, detailed studies of
the supports, cooling and global integration are planned for the barrel layers.
Since the vertex layer setup for the EPIC detector will vary significantly from
the ALICE ITS3 vertex layers, detailed studies on integrating the wafer-scale
sensors have to be performed.

3 Milestones and deliverables

The milestones and deliverables for FY23 include the rollover of the FY22 mile-
stones with expansion to account for the accelerated timeline in preparation for
the project TDR. Milestone dates are based on a start date of December 2022.

EICSC members will provide the workforce for the activities listed in this
section. The institutional involvement by task is shown in Tab. 1 with the
relevant contact people. This table may expand as more institutions join the
e↵ort.

Table 1: The breakdown of EICSC institutions involved and the respective
contact person for the activities.

Topic institute involved institute contact

modules INFN groups

UK institutes (Birmingham,

Daresbury, Lancaster, Liver-

pool)

Giacomo Contin

Roy Lemmon,

Peter Jones

barrel & discs LANL

LBNL

ORNL

UK institutes (Birmingham,

Daresbury, Lancaster, Liver-

pool)

Walter Sondheim

Nicole Apadula

Ken Read

Roy Lemmon,

Peter Jones

mechanics,

infrastructure,

& cooling

LANL

LBNL

ORNL

Walter Sondheim

Nicole Apadula

Ken Read

3.1 Forming modules from stitched sensors

• Deliverable: Optimization of the 65 nm stitched sensor dimensions for
the integration in the EPIC tracker module based on the measured ITS3
ER1 yield. Exploration of integration options for the sensor in the module
unit.
Milestone: Written report on the optimized sensor dimensions for EPIC
based on the measured yield, also in relation to the outcome of the bending

9
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eRD111: FY23 Request

US labs will provide staff & postdocs in-kind.

LANL contribution: the T&E of mechanical engineer(s) and travel for the
proposed work activities.

LBNL contribution: Engineer at approximately 0.6 FTE and technician at
approximately 0.25 FTE e↵ort. Sta↵ and postdoc time will be provided in kind.

ORNL contribution: Engineer and technician time at 0.2 FTE and 0.1 FTE
respectively. Sta↵ and postdoc time will be provided in-kind.

UK contribution: Sta↵: 0.2 FTE, El eng: 0.4 FTE, Mech eng: 0.2 FTE,
Tech: 1 FTE, Materials: 8k. Note that the UK contribution is in-kind on a
best e↵ort basis - not costed to project. The UK contribution is funded via the
UKRI-STFC Infrastructure Bid for EIC R&D.

The total FY23 funding request is shown in Tab. 2 broken down by institu-
tion. Known in-kind contributions are listed in Tab. 3. Tab. 4 lists the funding
requests separated by tasks.

Table 2: Total funding request and breakdown by institution. All costs in k$

total cost
institute eng tech. PD student m&s travel in FY23 k$

INFN groups 20.0 10.0 30.0

LANL 90.0 3.0 93.0

LBNL 300.0 76.7 7.5 23.0 407.2

ORNL 66.8 15.7 3.6 12.0 98.1

Total 456.8 92.4 20.0 11.1 45.0 3.0 628.3

Table 3: Known in-kind contributions

institute eng (FTE) tech (FTE) sta↵ (FTE) m&s ($k)

INFN groups 0.1 0.25

UK institutes 0.6 1.0 0.2 8.0

Table 4: Funding request broken down by task. All costs in k$

task total cost
eng tech. PD student m&s travel in FY23 k$

Modules 20.0 10.0 30.0

Barrel & discs 223.4 46.2 3.7 10.0 283.3

M/I/C 233.4 46.2 7.4 25.0 3.0 315

Total 456.8 92.4 20.0 11.1 45.0 3.0 628.3
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11

Total request = 628.3 k$
(separate PED request)
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eRD113: Sensor - New for FY23

• Aim of FY23: Ensure readiness for EIC LAS in FY24.

• Develop EIC specific circuit blocks and contribute to ITS3 sensor design.

• Understand implications of change in stitching plan for LAS.

• Complete characterisation of MLR1 structures.

• Develop DAQ for ER1 testing and yield evaluation.

• The goals of the eRD113 project are fully dependent on the relationship 
with ITS3. 

• Access to design files and use of the ITS3 sensor need negotiations in terms of 
legal agreements and monetary contribution(s).

• Such negations are better carried out at the EIC project level, or even beyond, 
with inputs and support of the EIC SC.

L. Gonella | eRD104/111/113 | EIC DAC meeting - 20 Oct 2022

experience, will serve to demonstrate engagement and credibility of a meaningful
scale towards readiness for the EIC LAS in subsequent years.

By comparison smaller amounts of support for workforce and associated
M&S are requested in the area of sensor characterization. INFN requests funds
to be able to support a postdoctoral researcher to work on EIC specific char-
acterization tasks for a fraction of 25% of their time, while in kind support is
provided for scientific sta↵, engineering, and technician time. A commensu-
rate amount of M&S is requested for electronics board design modifications and
production specific to the EIC e↵ort. LANL requests support at the level of
10% of a sta↵ scientist and 20% of a postdoc to take part in characterization
e↵orts and M&S to acquire the necessary test board. The ORNL M&S request
is for a high-speed di↵erential scope probe for planned EIC characterization and
associated development.

4.3 Institutions and Contacts

Table 4 provides a list of the institutions involved in the eRD113 e↵orts and
institutional contacts. It covers both areas of eRD113 interest for FY23, i.e.
sensor development and sensor characterization. As EIC specific structures will
become available and additional institutions will join the e↵orts, we anticipate
further delineations in particular in the area of characterization.

Table 4: Institutions involved and institutional contacts
Topic Institution Institutional contact

Sensor Development RAL Iain Sedgwick
BNL Grzegorz Deptuch
LBNL Carl Grace

Sensor Characterization INFN Domenico Elia
UK institutes Laura Gonella
LBNL Yuan Mei
ORNL Jo Schambach
LANL Xuan Li

17
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eRD113: FY23 request
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Table 1: Known in-kind FTE contributions by function category and M&S.
Note that the UK contribution is in-kind on a best e↵ort basis - not costed to
project. The UK contribution is funded via the UKRI-STFC Infrastructure
Bid for EIC R&D.

Institution Scientific PD Design Electrical Tech. M&S [k$]
Sta↵ Eng. Eng.

UK Institutes 0.2 2.0 1.0 1.2 1.0 100 (design)

20 (char.)

INFN 0.3 0.2 0.3

Table 2: eRD113 requested support for FTEs by function category.

Institution Scientific PD Design Electrical Tech.
Sta↵ Eng. Eng.

UK Institutes

INFN 0.25

BNL 1.5 0.5

LBNL 1.0

ORNL

LANL

Table 3: eRD113 requested FY23 funding support for e↵ort, travel, and M&S
in FY23 k$. It is, furthermore, anticipated that a significant contribution to
the costs associated with the ER runs will need to be made to ITS3. This
is currently estimated to be at 10%–50% of the run cost, and will be needed
above the funding requests in this table. For FY23 specifically, it is expected
that UK funding can contribute up to 100 k$ to this run cost, but not fully
cover it.

Institution e↵ort travel M&S Total

UK Institutes 0
INFN 20 10 30
BNL 962 22 984
LBNL 500 15 515
ORNL 7 7
LANL 5 5
+Total 1,482 37 22 1,541

14
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LANL

Table 3: eRD113 requested FY23 funding support for e↵ort, travel, and M&S
in FY23 k$. It is, furthermore, anticipated that a significant contribution to
the costs associated with the ER runs will need to be made to ITS3. This
is currently estimated to be at 10%–50% of the run cost, and will be needed
above the funding requests in this table. For FY23 specifically, it is expected
that UK funding can contribute up to 100 k$ to this run cost, but not fully
cover it.

Institution e↵ort travel M&S Total

UK Institutes 0
INFN 20 10 30
BNL 962 22 984
LBNL 500 15 515
ORNL 7 7
LANL 5 5
+Total 1,482 37 22 1,541

14

Total request = 1,416 k$
(separate PED request)
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FY24 outlook

• Plans for FY24 will evolve alongside the R&D in FY23.

• The main aims for FY24 will be:

• Advance design of the EIC LAS sensor, target submission end of FY24/beginning 
of FY25.

• Development and testing of vertex layers prototype mechanics, cooling, DAQ, 
powering with the ITS3 ER1 sensor.

• Based on the planned LAS variants, for barrel and disks:

• Conceptual module design.

• Advance barrel and disks design with iterative prototyping/testing for 
mechanical structures, and cooling options

• Further detail and develop readout and powering schemes.

• This plan is based on a successful outcome of the FY23 R&D which 
requires:

• Funding available from the start.

• Finalisation of EIC/CERN agreements asap.

• Successful outcome of ITS3 ER1 submission (fallback solutions are identified, as 
described in the EIC SC Strategy Document)
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Conclusion

• In preparing these proposals we have carefully considered how to scale up 
the effort, incorporating milestones and delayed funding from FY22.

• Milestones have been scheduled assuming funding is available in December 
2023.

• Updated proposals have been made available ahead of this meeting 
following discussions with the project.

• The combined aim of eRD104/111/113 for FY23 is to be ready for the LAS 
sensor submission in FY24 and to reach a mature conceptual design of all 
items of the EPIC detector.

• In addition, we will work to increase the membership including (more) EPIC 
institutes that expressed an interest in tracking.

• In summary our request for FY23 is as follows:

• eRD104 (contact: Laura Gonella): 87.3k$.

• eRD111 (contact: Nikki Apadula): 628.3k$.

• eRD113 (contact: Grzegorz Deptuch): 1,541k$.
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Backup
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EIC Silicon Consortium origins

• The EIC Silicon Consortium grew out of the eRD16/18/25 part of the former 
EIC Generic Detector R&D.

• The former eRD16 initially focused mostly on forward/backward charged 
particle tracking with disks using MAPS.

• The former eRD18 initially focused on central vertexing with MAPS barrels, 
and sensor development (Depleted MAPS).

• eRD16 and eRD18 increasingly worked together over the years; barrel and 
disks are closely related, mutual technical interests.

• Both groups studied integrated tracking and vertexing concepts, hybrid as 
well as the first all-silicon concepts for EIC.
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EIC Silicon Consortium origins

• In the January 2020 EIC generic detector R&D meeting, eRD16 and eRD18 
proposed to form a consortium to work toward a 65 nm MAPS based EIC 
silicon vertex and tracking detector.

• The committee encouraged the plan to merge into a unified silicon tracking 
R&D effort, open to new collaborators and take advantage of emerging 
technological opportunities.

• The “eRD25: Silicon Tracking and Vertexing Consortium” was formed and 
the eRD25 proponents also started the “EIC Silicon Consortium”.
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eRD111: Modules

• Optimize 65 nm stitched sensor for EPIC module

• ITS3 ER1 yield

• Bending & interconnection studies

• Explore options for the module(s) (staves & discs)

• Written report (September 2023)
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eRD111: Barrel & discs

• Vertex

• Study of beam pipe bakeout

• Layout/mechanics for expanded radii

• Staves

• Basic concepts (truss, i-beam)

• Discs

• Plates, staves, etc.

• Different disc diameters & inner hole openings

• Written report on conceptual designs (May 2023)

• Production of prototype pieces (August 2023)
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eRD11: Mechanics, integration, cooling

• Up-to-date CAD model of full tracker (September 2023)

• Analysis of cooling options:  Written report (August 2023)

• Add vertex cooling studies → EPIC vertexing is different enough from ITS3 that 
it should be a separate R&D

• Add liquid cooling options

• Particularly important for periphery

• Conceptual designs for full detector support 

• Written report (June 2023)

• Prototype pieces (September 2023)
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